
The USS Pharaoh is still docked at Outpost 1138. Contrary to popular belief, the vole infestation has not been taken care of. The Sector Commander Captain Viedor On'tan'ek and Lieutenant Shahn have come aboard and are reviewing the sector history in a meeting on the Outpost.

<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< Resume Mission >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

CIV Lt Keindar says:
::She steps onto the bridge, PADD in hand and crosses over to the Operations console and logs herself in. She was unfortunately submitted herself for a medical examination - but so far has been successful in avoiding the counselor's couch. She smiles and pats a small device strapped to her leg as she sits down and logs in::
CEO LtJG Irvin says:
::exits office in lower engineering and walks over to the master systems display ::
CSO LT Brehgorn says:
::takes the command chair:: CEO:  Lieutenant Irvin, keep the bridge appraised of the vole situation.
CMO Ens Jorae says:
::Pouring over PADDs in her "office" ::
ST CO Braun says:
@::Steps out onto the Station OPS::
CTO LT Riker says:
CIV: I believed you were ordered to report to sickbay LT
CEO LtJG Irvin says:
::taps COM button:: *CSO* Aye sir...   Beginning a new scan now...
CNS LtJG Janan says:
::in her quarters, looking through some notes::
ST OPS Kiandra says:
@::walks up what she presumes is the CO and hands over her transfer orders::  ST CO:  Ensign Kiandra reporting for duty.
CIV Lt Keindar says:
CTO: I have...Lieutenant...::She glares at him and turns back to her console, turning her back to him:: I would appreciate it if you kept your nose out of my personal business and carried on with blowing up rocks for kicks...
CEO LtJG Irvin says:
::begins scans; hands gliding across the console::
ST CO Braun says:
@ST OPS Kiandra: Report on the latest Vole situation, please
CSO LT Brehgorn says:
::raises eyebrow at the interchange between the CNS and CTO::
CTO LT Riker says:
CTO: I do more than blow up  rocks  LT I’m also  the chief of security on this ship
CEO LtJG Irvin says:
::sees vole readings in Sickbay, the mess hall, and in various corridors::  
ST OPS Kiandra says:
@ST CO:   The what?
CEO LtJG Irvin says:
::walks over to life support system control panel::
CIV Lt Keindar says:
CTO: Ah so you patrol the one deck of livable territory on this trash heap...what an amazing job. You must get lots of hours of beauty sleep with the excitement that gives you...::Dripping with sarcasm and she mutters under her breath "You appear to need more however."::
ST CO Braun says:
@ST OPS: The Vole situation.  ::Looks at Kiandra::
ST OPS Kiandra says:
@ST CO:  Forgive me, I just arrived here, I haven't had a chance to find my station yet.
CSO LT Brehgorn says:
CNS/CIV/CTO: Enough.  Let’s get to preparations.

Action: Power is fluctuating.... more voles have entered the Outpost's power conduits.

CSO LT Brehgorn says:
::looks at the command panel:: CTO: Report on these power fluctuations.
ST CO Braun says:
@ST OPS: Ahhh, I see.  We have had a few transfers lately.  Your station is right there :: Points::
CEO LtJG Irvin says:
::taps COM badge::  *CSO* Irvin to Bridge...  I'm reading vole life signs in sickbay, the mess hall and in several corridors across decks 2 and 3.  I recommend that we evacuate the ship and flood all decks with anestazine gas....   It will kill them unfortunately, but I don't think we have a choice at this point.
CIV Lt Keindar says:
::Not acknowledging the CSO she nods lightly and continues on with her work. She begins bringing up psychological and medical profiles of several of the senior staff, skimming them over with her eyes briefly::
ST OPS Kiandra says:
@ST CO:  Thanks, give me a moment to check on the vole situation.  ::goes to her station and begins to check on the vole problem::
CNS LtJG Janan says:
::leaves and makes her way to the bridge::
CSO LT Brehgorn says:
*CEO* Can't we simply lock on to all vole lifeforms and beam them out into space?
ST CO Braun says:
@:: moves around and checks with other crew::
CEO LtJG Irvin says:
*Bridge* We tried to do that and beam them into the brig to deal with them that way...   They move around too fast for internal sensors to keep up with them.
CSO LT Brehgorn says:
*CEO* I want one more recommendation in the next ten minutes while I consider your proposition.
CIV Lt Keindar says:
CSO: Then I'd suggest modifying the internal scanners to lock onto them...not that hard...::Said off hand as she continues reading the reports::
I CO Richard says:
$COM: Outpost 1138: This is the Iroquois to Outpost 1138.
CTO LT Riker says:
*CEO* ill send a security team  deck by deck with vole traps and hand phasers if need be
CSO LT Brehgorn says:
CIV: It appears that our scanners can't lock down on such small life forms.
ST OPS Kiandra says:
@::gets reports from all over saying that they are everywhere::  ST CO:  They are too many to keep track of, and they are in the reactor near the power conduits.
CEO LtJG Irvin says:
*CSO* Aye... We have considered that though.  Size and signal of the life sign comes into play then...   
CSO LT Brehgorn says:
*CEO* Understood, Mr. Irvin.
CEO LtJG Irvin says:
*CTO* With all respect Lt... voles are not that dumb or slow.....
ST CO Braun says:
@::Looks up at the incoming call:: ST OPS: I see.
CIV Lt Keindar says:
::Again, said off hand, still with her back to him:: CTO: Your teams will be too slow and dim witted...I'm sure your Chief Engineer will be genius enough to devise a suitable solution...
ST OPS Kiandra says:
@COM:  I CO:  Outpost 1138 here, how can we be of service today?
CNS LtJG Janan says:
::walks onto the bridge giving the CIV a curious glance and continuing to a seat::
CSO LT Brehgorn says:
XO: You have the bridge.  ::sits up from the command chair and takes Science::
I CO Richard says:
$COM: Ah Captain... our fleet has had to slow to impulse. That ion storm has gone to force 4. We'll just sit it though with the smaller vessels Captain.
ST CO Braun says:
@::Moves behind OPS ::
CTO LT Riker says:
::walks over to the counselor:: CNS: any way you can think of to force the CIV to submit to a medical and psychological evaluation ?
ST CO Braun says:
@COM: I CO: Very well, Captain
CIV Lt Keindar says:
::Looks up and gives the CNS a similar expression:: CNS: Good day counselor, a pleasure to see you again...
CSO LT Brehgorn says:
*CEO* Can we modify the anestazine gas emissions so they will not be harmful to crewmembers?
XO Chalen says:
::walks onto the bridge still straightening his uniform:: CSO: Status report please.
I CO Richard says:
$COM: ST CO: Just a side note... this storm looks like it's heading right towards your area.
CNS LtJG Janan says:
::nods:: CIV: Likewise.
ST OPS Kiandra says:
@::begins to wonder why she agreed to transfer here::
CEO LtJG Irvin says:
::continues tapping at the controls::  *CSO* Aye sir... But there will be no guarantee that the voles will be impeded by the weakened dose.
ST CO Braun says:
@COM: I CO: I see. Thank you and  please keep us informed of your status.
I CO Richard says:
$COM: ST CO: I recommend you folks batten down the hatches too... Looks likes she's growing in intensity.
ST CO Braun says:
@ST OPS: Could you call up a scan of the storm?
CSO LT Brehgorn says:
XO: The vole infestation is growing rapidly, threatening ship systems...we can't lock on to them with transporters, and the CEO has recommended a  ship evacuation followed by an anestazine gas flood.
ST CO Braun says:
@COM:I CO: We will.  Again, thanks for the heads up
CIV Lt Keindar says:
CNS: If I may have a word with you counselor...::She stands, smiles and motions for the two of them to step into the back of the bridge to talk::
ST OPS Kiandra says:
@ST CO:  Sure, Captain ::pulls up the data of the incoming storm::

Action: The Ion Storm is picked up on sensors... force 5 and increasing.

XO Chalen says:
CSO:  You people don't mess around do you?   Do we know that the gas will kill them?
CTO LT Riker says:
XO: sagest we evacuate the infected decks and flood them with neurozine or something similar
CEO LtJG Irvin says:
::hears the background talk:: *XO* Aye sir... But it is the last alternative that I can think of....
CSO LT Brehgorn says:
XO: Yes, sir, but a weakened dose that will not harm the crew may not.
CEO LtJG Irvin says:
*XO* Neurozine will not immobilize them long enough for us to harvest them....
CEO LtJG Irvin says:
*XO* They have AMAZINGLY active metabolisms
XO Chalen says:
CSO, CEO, CTO:  Understood.  What about that Ion storm?  If it gets close to use, will 1138's shields protect us?
CTO LT Riker says:
XO: they should sir 
I CO Richard says:
$COM: ST CO: Iroquois out.
XO Chalen says:
CTO:  Excellent.
ST CO Braun says:
@ST OPS: Looks like it could get nasty.  Inform the docked ships to batten down
CEO LtJG Irvin says:
::walks over to scanner station::  *XO*  I agree with the CTO Commander...   
CNS LtJG Janan says:
::moves over to the CIV:: CIV: Yes.
CSO LT Brehgorn says:
::starts monitoring the ion storms for signs of increased intensity::
CTO LT Riker says:
*CEO* thanks  Eli 
XO Chalen says:
*CEO*:  Prepare for using the gas.  We'll proceed in 20 minutes.
CEO LtJG Irvin says:
*XO* Aye sir...  Recommend Yellow Alert and general evacuation procedure.
ST OPS Kiandra says:
@ST CO:  The data indicates that the storm is 15 minutes away.
XO Chalen says:
COM:   All hands, this is the bridge.  Lock down your stations.  We will be moving all personnel over to 1138 in 15 minutes.  Please report to transporter rooms one and two and cargo bay transporter as soon as possible.  Bridge out.
CEO LtJG Irvin says:
::walks into office to gain access to engineering command access::
XO Chalen says:
CTO:  Bring us to Yellow alert.
CIV Lt Keindar says:
::She holds out a PADD for Janan to take:: CIV: So that I am not impeding in your assignment here, and to prevent any undue...competition...I took the liberty of having a psychological evaluation completed by a competent psychologist before my assignment here...all you need to know for your records is there, and we will not be required to meet officially in
ST CO Braun says:
@ST OPS: Sound yellow alert.  Lock down all stations.  Keep tracking the storm
CSO LT Brehgorn says:
::locks down science station, waits for bridge crew to evacuate the bridge::
CEO LtJG Irvin says:
::sits down at desk::  Computer: Computer Access Ship Maintenance Protocol.  

Action: The Outpost goes to Yellow Alert

CEO LtJG Irvin says:
<Computer> CEO: Working
CTO LT Riker says:
::hits yellow alert::
XO Chalen says:
CSO:  Inform 1138 to expect us in about 10 minutes.
ST OPS Kiandra says:
@ST CO:  Understood  ::brings the station to yellow alert::
CEO LtJG Irvin says:
<Computer> Ready
CSO LT Brehgorn says:
XO: Aye, sir.
CNS LtJG Janan says:
::takes the PADD and is silent looking at it for a moment:: CIV: Thank you I shall get back to you. 
CSO LT Brehgorn says:
COM: 1138:  Outpost prepare to receive Pharaoh crew via transport in 10 minutes and counting.
ST CO Braun says:
@COM: Pharaoh: Pharaoh, this is Station Captain Braun.  We have an Ion storm coming in .  Looks to be a rough one.
CEO LtJG Irvin says:
Computer: Begin auto shutdown procedure...   list exception...  advanced life support system alteration
CNS LtJG Janan says:
::walks back to the seat and reads the PADD::

Action: Ion Storm increases intensity to force 6 and accelerating.... ETA 5 minutes


CTO LT Riker says:
::scratches his head::
XO Chalen says:
@COM: 1138:  Acknowledged.  We've been tracking it here.  Our people should be on the station by the time it hits.
ST CO Braun says:
@COM:XO: Noted
CIV Lt Keindar says:
CNS: That will not be required...the information there is perfect, and will not require discussion. Thank you for your time...::She smiles and returns to her console, fiddling with one of her braids and continuing to check up on crew personnel files::
CEO LtJG Irvin says:
<Computer> Security Clearance Required for this Procedure
XO Chalen says:
::notices sensor readout:  COM: 1138:  Or perhaps not, 1138.   I'll get back to you.  ::closes channel::
CEO LtJG Irvin says:
Computer: Request Security Clearance for Auto shutdown.  Recognize Irvin 4 Omega 1912
ST CO Braun says:
@::Has Station Housing secure temp quarters for the crews of the ships docked::
CIV Lt Keindar says:
CNS: Please do not be offended...I did not to intend on insulting you...it is not that I don't trust you...it's just...::She pauses, thinks and turns to face the counselor::...actually, no I do not trust you. Not yet at least.
ST OPS Kiandra says:
@::sees the data of the storm::  ST CO:  Uh Captain, its accelerating it'll be here in 5 minutes at the max.
CEO LtJG Irvin says:
<Computer> Enter final code for count down to exceptionally auto shutdown....
CTO LT Riker says:
XO: the storm has upped to  force 6  and will hit us in less than 5 minutes 
XO Chalen says:
*CEO*  Engineering, cancel gas procedure and baton down the hatches, we're gonna have to wait on that a while.  A force 6 ion storm is almost on top of us.
ST CO Braun says:
@::curses under her breath:: ST OPS: Notify all crews to hurry it up
XO Chalen says:
CTO:  Inform all stations that we're staying on board to ride this out.
CNS LtJG Janan says:
::smiles, keeping back her desire to chuckles:: CIV: No offence taken, as I say I shall get back to you regardless of how much need there is to do so.
CEO LtJG Irvin says:
*XO* Stand By Bridge...   Computer: Cancel Auto Shutdown request, authorization Irvin 4 Omega 1912
XO Chalen says:
CSO:  Gimme the skinny on the storm.  How much damage can we expect?
CEO LtJG Irvin says:
<Computer> Auto Shutdown Cancelled.
CIV Lt Keindar says:
CNS: A waste of time, however if your official duties are that trivial that you can place them aside, feel free...
CTO LT Riker says:
XO: aye sir
CEO LtJG Irvin says:
*XO* Auto Shutdown Canceled.  Standing By for orders

ACTION: The Ion Storm hits and the ship and station shake as the SIF takes a moment to adjust

XO Chalen says:
COM: 1138:  Station, this is Pharaoh.  Are your shields going to be able to protect us from the storm?
ST OPS Kiandra says:
@*OutpostWide*:  Attention An Ion Storm is upon us, please procedures to the nearest shelter::
CSO LT Brehgorn says:
XO: 1138's shield should provide adequate defense against the storm, but in case it increases significantly in intensity, I recommend we route all non-essential power to shields, sir.
XO Chalen says:
::feels the ship shake::
CNS LtJG Janan says:
::raises eyebrow:: CIV: An interesting thought, however I would like to think that one of my official duties is to you, while you are onboard this vessel.
XO Chalen says:
CTO:  Shields at maximum, Lt.
CEO LtJG Irvin says:
::jogs over to the master system display as the first jolt from the storm hits::
CTO LT Riker says:
ALL: all hands now hear this  brace your selves  for a level 6 ion storm Repeat secure all stations for a force 6 ion storm
XO Chalen says:
COM:  All hands RED ALERT.   All personnel to damage control stations.
CTO LT Riker says:
::sets shields to max XO: already done commander
XO Chalen says:
::sits in the CO chair and holds on::
CIV Lt Keindar says:
::Clutches hold of the console and looks over to the counselor, shrugging of the shaking of the Pharaoh:: CNS: My psychological health will be none of your concern during my assignment here Lieutenant. By the time you are able to process that PADD - I intend to be on a decent class starship and without a care in the world what the hell goes on aboard the U.S.S. Pharaoh. ::Turns back to her console calmly.::
CEO LtJG Irvin says:
:taps across board::  *Bridge* Reading max power to shields and SIFs.  Damage control standing by.
ST CO Braun says:
@COM:XO: For now we can.  But if it gets much rougher....

Action: The power fluctuates again as the Outpost’s fusion reactor begins to become unstable.

ST CO Braun says:
@S OPS: Sound red alert.  And hang on
XO Chalen says:
COM: 1138:  Understood.  Pharaoh Out.
CEO LtJG Irvin says:
::points to an engineering officer to go to the bridge for red alert bridge duty::
ST OPS Kiandra says:
@::sounds the outpost's red alert::
XO Chalen says:
CSO:  Keep an eye on 1138's shields.  We're gonna need to know if they're gonna go.
CSO LT Brehgorn says:
XO: Aye, sir.  ::monitors 1138's shields to ensure their stability::
CNS LtJG Janan says:
::holds on glancing at the XO:: CIV: Now is not the time for me to remind you of my duties, if you truly would regard me as competition then I would have preferred competition with a knowledge of the job.

Action: Shields are fluctuating as the Outpost's fusion reactor becomes unstable.

CTO LT Riker says:
CIV: While on this  ship LT YOU WILL show each and every crew member the respect he or she deserves namely the senior staff my self the CO the CNS etc. is that understood mister
CSO LT Brehgorn says:
XO: Sir, 1138's shields are fluctuating...their fusion reactor is showing signs of instability!
ST OPS Kiandra says:
@ST CO:  Captain, our fusion reactor is starting to become unstable.
CIV Lt Keindar says:
CNS: I am quite aware of your job Miss Janan...however as part of the Medical corps, I couldn't give a damn how your duties relate to me...
XO Chalen says:
*CEO*: Engineering, bring the impulse reactor to full now.
ST CO Braun says:
@::Hears the alarms:: ST OPS: Send ENG to that reactor.  We need to stabilize it!
CTO LT Riker says:
XO: all stations reporting red alert and at damage control stations
CIV Lt Keindar says:
CTO: Understood completely, but don't expect it - since you don't deserve it.
XO Chalen says:
CONN:   Helm, plot a course away from 1138 and prepare to engage on my mark!
Computer says:
Warning: Fusion reactor becoming critical... breach in 10 minutes
ST OPS Kiandra says:
@::sends ENG to stabilize the reactor::
CEO LtJG Irvin says:
::motions to engineering crew to move by swinging arm and talks with a slightly elevated voice::  *Bridge* STAND BY BRIDGE....
XO Chalen says:
COM: 1138:  Understood, release our docking clamps in case we need to evacuate.
CSO LT Brehgorn says:
XO: Fusion reactor breach imminent in 10 minutes!

Action: There is no power to the Pharaoh's docking clamps.... they are STUCK

CEO LtJG Irvin says:
::taps impulse up to full power::  *Bridge* Fusion Reactors at Maximum Bridge.
CIV Lt Keindar says:
CTO: You'll get that respect when I hear orders from Admiral Haydes that tell me too...and until then, you will gain no respect from me...not matter how much you yell, scream, order me around, or look like a childish cadet...
ST CO Braun says:
@COM:XO: We're reading a reactor breach.  We're trying to release, but are having problems
XO Chalen says:
::hears the alarm about the docking clamps::   
CEO LtJG Irvin says:
::hears an alarm::  *Bridge* Malfunction in the docking system Commander!!!!
CEO LtJG Irvin says:
::runs to turbo lift grabbing a few tools::
ST_Eng says:
*ST CO* Captain.... There's too much damage... it's those voles..... I can pin down the damage.
XO Chalen says:
::doesn't wait for 1138::   COM:  ALL HANDS!   To the escape pods!   Prepare to abandon ship on my mark!   Bridge and Engineering personnel remain at your posts until my word.
CTO LT Riker says:
CIV: Your smart-ass comments may find you in the brig someday LT so I’d be careful who you smart off too
CNS LtJG Janan says:
::blinks and looks back to the XO::
CEO LtJG Irvin says:
::waiting in turbo lift::  *Bridge* LOCALIZE DAMAGED SEGMENT
XO Chalen says:
CONN:  Helm, if those docking clamps come loose, get us out of here immediately!
CEO LtJG Irvin says:
::arrives on deck 2 and runs out::
ST CO Braun says:
@Outloud: Damn COM:XO: It because of the Voles, Pharaoh.  Do what you can
Computer says:
Warning: Fusion reactor becoming critical... breach in 8 minutes
CIV Lt Keindar says:
CTO: I doubt you'd have the guts to lay a hand on me again...::Considering she is not senior bridge staff, she stands and exits the bridge without another word and heads towards a lift to access one of the main escape pods if required::
XO Chalen says:
COM ALL:  If we can't get loose in 8 minutes, abandon ship.  Set course away from 1138 at best speed!
CEO LtJG Irvin says:
::stops at computer interface conduit::  
XO Chalen says:
COM:  ALL:   Make that 6 minutes.
CTO LT Riker says:
XO: I could rig the docking clamps to blow if need be and there were only minor damage if any to the pharaoh
ST CO Braun says:
@ST OPS: Eject Reactor, NOW
CSO LT Brehgorn says:
XO: Permission to assist the CEO with manual detachment.
XO Chalen says:
CTO:  I don't want to damage 1138 we could kill people.
ST OPS Kiandra says:
@::goes to eject the reactor::
XO Chalen says:
CSO:  Granted!
CEO LtJG Irvin says:
::Taps com badge::  *Bridge* I NEED SOME HELP....   

Computer says:
Ejection sequence malfunction... manual override required

CNS LtJG Janan says:
XO: I would probably be more use to the CEO and CSO now too.
XO Chalen says:
CNS:  Go.
CSO LT Brehgorn says:
Computer: Engage site-to-site transport to CEO's position.
ST CO Braun says:
@COM:XO: Pharaoh, we are trying to eject the reactor
CTO LT Riker says:
XO: there wouldn’t be any damage to the station 
CEO LtJG Irvin says:
::frantically scanning from interface conduit:::

Computer says:
Warning: Fusion reactor becoming critical... breach in 5 minutes

XO Chalen says:
CTO: Lt, if the CEO fails, can you activate the explosive bolts connection us to the deflector?   that would release us from the docking clamps.
CNS LtJG Janan says:
Computer: As the CSO said please.
CIV Lt Keindar says:
::After proceeding to deck two, she notices several science staff exiting the science labs and she wanders into sickbay - noticing no personnel evacuating the area:: Out loud: Hello, Doctor? ::He looks around, quite curious::
ST OPS Kiandra says:
@Self:  Dang it.  CO: Captain, It needs to be manually done,  I've already got Engineering working on it.
CSO LT Brehgorn says:
::materializes next to CSO::
CTO LT Riker says:
*TO* Ens James  follow the CIV don’t let her out of your site 
ST CO Braun says:
@ST_ENG: Manual override and eject that damn thing

Action: Transport is initiated

CTO LT Riker says:
*CTO* aye sir
CTO LT Riker says:
XO: I can sir
XO Chalen says:
*CEO*  Status report!
CSO LT Brehgorn says:
::begins frantically assisting the CEO with manual detachments.
CEO LtJG Irvin says:
:::lets go of interface conduit::  *Bridge* Stand By....
Computer says:
Warning: Fusion reactor becoming critical... breach in 3 minutes
CNS LtJG Janan says:
::materializes and turns to from the CEO to the CSO:: CSO: Well I guess I will be more use here.
XO Chalen says:
CONN:  Stand down, Ensign.  ::sits at the Helm console::
CEO LtJG Irvin says:
::ruins over to CSO::  CSO: Forget it... Access the Explosive override
CEO LtJG Irvin says:
::taps madly on the docking control servo::

Action: All engineers have located the damage to the ejection systems of the clamps and the fusion reactor

CSO LT Brehgorn says:
*CTO, XO* Access the explosive override!
ST CO Braun says:
@::taps her fingers on the OPS chair, muttering:: come on.........
CIV Lt Keindar says:
::She wanders around sickbay and steps into the small surgical lab. Noticing no medical nurses, or the Chief Medical Officer she shrugs her shoulders and heads out of the room, looking for any other officers who could require assistance before she departs::
XO Chalen says:
COM ALL:   All non-essential personnel into the escape pods, I'll launch them from here.
CEO LtJG Irvin says:
*CSO* Way Ahead of you Lieutenant

Computer says:
Warning… Fusion reactor becoming critical... breach in 2 minutes

CEO LtJG Irvin says:
::access with mode converter tool::
XO Chalen says:
CSO:  Explosive override is on line!
ST OPS Kiandra says:
@::starts to sweat with anticipation::
CNS LtJG Janan says:
 ::Looks to the CEO:: CEO: Impressive now should we move?
CSO LT Brehgorn says:
::nods at CEO:: CEO: Lets do it!
ST CO Braun says:
@ST ENG: Hurry it up, we've got 2 minutes

Action: The docking clamps are released

CEO LtJG Irvin says:
::sees explosive override come online:: *All* Beam us out of here and HIT IT!!!
CSO LT Brehgorn says:
*Bridge* Docking clamps released....engage engines!
XO Chalen says:
::sees it and moves Pharaoh away at maximum speed::
XO Chalen says:
ALL:   HANG ON!   Going to full impulse.......   NOW!

Action : The Pharaoh moves away being shaken by the storm

ACTION: The Outpost's fusion reactor is ejected....

CSO LT Brehgorn says:
CEO: Good work, Mr. Irvin!
CIV Lt Keindar says:
::Helps several junior officers into an escape pod and seals the hatch, continuing on down the corridor to aid any other officers::
Computer says:
Action: All main power to the outpost has failed.
CNS LtJG Janan says:
CEO: Yes well done.

Computer says:
Emergency power activated.

Action: The fusion reactor shoots away from the Outpost

XO Chalen says:
COM:  1138:   This is Pharaoh, can you maintain station integrity?
CEO LtJG Irvin says:
::wipes sweat from brow::  *Bridge* Thanks... I had help....
CSO LT Brehgorn says:
::motions to the CNS...starts heading back to the bridge::
XO Chalen says:
::brings the Pharaoh to a stop::
ST CO Braun says:
@::The lights go out and the emergency lights cast a glow:: COM:XO: We're working on it, Pharaoh, stand by
CNS LtJG Janan says:
::follows the CSO::
ST CO Braun says:
@ST ENG: Report, can we maintain?
XO Chalen says:
*CEO*  Prepare transporters in case we have to help evacuation 1138.

Action: The fusion reactor explodes at a safe distance from the Outpost.

CSO LT Brehgorn says:
::enters bridge and mans science::
ST OPS Kiandra says:
@::sends teams to get the power back on::
XO Chalen says:
CSO:   How long till the storm passes?????
CIV Lt Keindar says:
::After a brief moment she notices that the ship has yet to blow up. She eventually makes her way back to deck one and enters the bridge:: XO: Primary escape pods secure, two more are awaiting bridge crew on deck one...all non-essential personnel are prepared for evacuation procedures...
ST CO Braun says:
@<ST ENG> ST CO: AS long as the storm doesn't get stronger
CNS LtJG Janan says:
::walks onto the bridge with the CSO and glances back at the XO and CTO:: 
CEO LtJG Irvin says:
::gets up from kneeling position and taps COM badge::  *XO* Aye Sir....   *Transporter Chief* Irvin to Transporter Room 1...  Begin preparation for extra vehicular evacuation procedure 4B
ST CO Braun says:
@COM: XO: Pharaoh, looks like we can hold on, for now.  How are you holding out?
XO Chalen says:
CIV:  Excellent work.   Glad we didn't have to use them.
CSO LT Brehgorn says:
XO: Five minutes, sir.  Recommend we clear the storm area until it has passed the outpost.
CNS LtJG Janan says:
::smiles at the XO's comment::
XO Chalen says:
COM ALL:  All hands, stand down from escape pods.  Return to damage control stations.
CIV Lt Keindar says:
XO: With your luck Commander...I wouldn't be making foolish assumptions until you are dead, and everything is a certainty...
XO Chalen says:
CSO:  Capital thinking.
XO Chalen says:
COM: 1138:  We're moving away now.
CEO LtJG Irvin says:
::walks towards turbo lift heading to upper engineering::  
CIV Lt Keindar says:
::Smiles to the counselor as she looks to the XO and sits at the Operations console once again::
XO Chalen says:
::moves the Pharaoh out of the storm at full impulse::
CEO LtJG Irvin says:
::enters upper engineering::
ST CO Braun says:
@COM: XO: Understood.
CSO LT Brehgorn says:
::monitors the storm, and the outpost::
XO Chalen says:
CIV:  Don't be so happy.  You'll jinx us.

Action: The Pharaoh can see the bodies of many voles floating out of the hole where the fusion reactor used to be.

CSO LT Brehgorn says:
CTO: Can we transport personnel from the outpost at this position?
XO Chalen says:
ALL:  Now THAT's a beautiful sight.....   
CIV Lt Keindar says:
XO: Jinxes are pathetic superstition used by people who are over faithful...you're not pathetic, are you Commander?
CEO LtJG Irvin says:
::walks over to situation panel and gets readings::  *XO* Aux power holding steady...   SIF holding as well....
CNS LtJG Janan says:
::turns to the XO, waiting for his response::
XO Chalen says:
*CEO*:  Good, keep on it.
CNS LtJG Janan says:
Self: Well nothing like an insight into their personalities.
CEO LtJG Irvin says:
*XO* Aye...   *EO on Bridge* Relay Damage Control Information to CSO....   
XO Chalen says:
CIV:  We're still alive, aren't we?  I take no small amount of faith in our luck.   And so should you.....
CTO LT Riker says:
CSO: I believe so
CEO LtJG Irvin says:
<*EO*> Yes Sir....  Relaying Now.
CSO LT Brehgorn says:
::receives damage control info and starts compiling into report format::
CEO LtJG Irvin says:
::slides down ladder into lower engineering and walks over to the main systems control panel grabbing a PADD on the way from an EO::
CSO LT Brehgorn says:
::relays damage report to command console:: XO: Commander, I've transmitted a damage report to your console.
CIV Lt Keindar says:
XO: Religion and faith is for those who are not smart enough to comprehend science...I suggest you change your faith before you find yourself in a billion particles floating forgotten in space...::She smiles and returns to her console::
ST CO Braun says:
@ST OPS: Check all decks and have them report damage
XO Chalen says:
CIV:  Next time we almost get killed, I'll be sure to leave my superstitions in my quarters along with my luck and happily die right next to you.   ::smiles::
ST OPS Kiandra says:
@ST CO:  Aye.  ::does as ordered::
CEO LtJG Irvin says:
::plops down in chair reading scans and reports coming in::
CIV Lt Keindar says:
XO: With proper training and procedures, you won't again find yourself in a near death situation...and I will not need to die...
Captain On`tan`ek says:
@ :: steps into Operations and looks around and yawns :: ST CO: Is there a problem Captain ?
ST CO Braun says:
@::rolls her eyes:: Captain On'tan'ek: All taken care of
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